
21st Sunday Cycle C 

Hebrews 12:5-7, 11-13 

Gospel of St. Luke 13:22-30 

Over centuries and millennia, saints, mystics and spiritual writers have reflected on this image of the 

“narrow door” that Jesus speaks of in this passage from St. Luke’s Gospel. Synthesizing their meditations could 

come in these words, “The wider we live our lives, the narrower our heart will be. But the narrower we live 

our lives, the wider our heart.”  

How can be break this down to further understand this? A life lived “widely” is often unfocused, lacking 

discipline, can be self-absorbed, hedonistic, lacking compassion toward others. The heart then is “narrowed” 

with little room for others, and perhaps no room for God.  

A life lived “narrowly” is singularly focused on the person of The Lord Jesus Christ and his teachings 

given in the New Testament and presented by the Church. A life lived “narrowly” is not isolated from the 

world or immune from distress. On the contrary, the heart of one living such a life widens into the very 

likeness of Jesus’ own heart, rich in compassion with a voice crying out for justice and forgiveness.  

A courageous self-examination tells us if we live life widely or narrowly. We all have several 

commitments and priorities. Is our relationship with Christ the most important commitment and our greatest 

priority? If so, all our other commitments (marriage, family, parishioners, friends, neighbor, work or studies) 

will be more deeply nourished and strengthened. The life lived narrowly will flourish in relationships and 

commitments.  

Does something other than faith receive a greater priority? Asking that question, let me move out on a 

limb and discuss another possible priority. This often gets me in trouble and has people wanting to run me out 

of town.  

The question is this, “Do sports often take a higher priority than faith?” Do sports receive a greater 

motivation than responsibilities to faith? First of all, this is not an anti-sports homily, so please settle down 

and put the tomatoes away! Pope Francis is an avid soccer fan and somewhat fanatical regarding his favorite 

Argentinian team. Yet, it is not difficult to determine where his priorities are in life.  

Secondly, many sacred writers in the Scriptures use sports imagery in their writings. The second 

reading from Hebrews is a classic example. The use of the word “discipline” used consistently in that passage 

does not refer to “punishment” or disciplinary action for wrongdoing. Rather, this use of “discipline” refers to 

the regiment of practice needed for winning sports events of his time. The writer using that word wants the 

Christians to use the same mentality and devotion to faith as athletes have for their contests and goals. It is no 

accident that “discipline” is a root to the word “disciple”.  

So here are my examples. First, I was once in a parish where hockey was the dominant sport in town. I 

knew families that got up on weekend mornings at 5 a.m. for ice time at local ice rinks. But when the Mass 

time needed to be changed, one of these parents told me the new time was inconvenient. Inconvenient? I 

reminded him of the commitment made to hockey time, but a half-hour change in Mass time is inconvenient? 

“Strive to enter the narrow gate,” Our Lord tells us. 

Secondly, I know people who care little for the difficulties others live with. Others may have lost their 

jobs when the company closes, or lost their homes when the economic collapse happened. They may be 

refugees from African nations that escaped horrors no one should ever have to witness, let alone live through. 



“Not my problem,” I have heard them say. Yet, these same people are so angry they lose sleep because Tom 

Brady can’t play the first four games of the upcoming NFL Season.  

If you’re upset about Tom Brady being treated unfairly, no problem with that. But take some of that 

same hunger for justice and apply it to the homeless, the unborn, the immigrant and so many others treated 

not only unfairly, but unjustly. They have no high priced lawyers arguing their cases and need our voice and 

advocacy. And God has called us to do just that on their behalf. Share some outrage for some of them. “Strive 

to enter the narrow gate,” Our Lord tells us.   

Thirdly, our local newspaper the Portland Press Herald has one page a week devoted to religious news. 

This is the Saturday morning issue. I know there can be other stories on religious events on other days, but this 

page is strictly for religion. That is why I always find it incomprehensible when there is a story on that one 

page on atheists or atheism. I have no problem with any newspaper giving space to atheists or atheism, but 

print it on someone else’s page.  

Each time that happens, I will write a letter to the editor reminding them their newspaper has only one 

page a week dedicated strictly to religion. I then remind them that every day they have at least six pages of 

their newspaper dedicated to sports. Never once have I ever found an article on any sports page of anyone 

who didn’t like sports. So why should an article on atheists take up space on the one religion page a week? 

While other letters I have written have been published, this one has yet to be printed.   

“Strive to enter through the narrow gate,” Our Lord tells us. How do we do that? It takes a complete 

re-examination of life and a family discussion on what is really important to our life as a family. Do families 

pray grace at meals? Are we thankful for the gift of food when so many are hungry? Is there time for prayer 

especially at night thanking God for the gift of that day? Are the poor remembered when the family prays or 

prepares the monthly budget?  

This Jubilee Year of Mercy is critical to our life as Catholics. Not only does this year serve to deepen our 

understanding of God’s merciful love toward us, but also offers us the opportunity to recommit to the 

corporal and spiritual works of mercy. Pope Francis has given the church a great gift with this Jubilee Year.  

But the fruits cannot simply cease when the Jubilee Year is over. This must reshape us as a Catholic 

people. We must not only be reshaped by God’s mercy toward us, but we must also become agents of mercy 

to the world around us. The works of mercy have always served the church by “striving to enter the narrow 

gate”. These have served to purify our own souls, lead us to a more mature spiritual life and transform the 

world around us.  

I will let Pope Francis have the last word in this homily. “It is my burning desire that, during this Jubilee, 

the Christian people may reflect on the corporal and spiritual works of mercy. It will be a way to reawaken our 

conscience, too often grown dull in the face of poverty. And let us enter more deeply into the heart of the 

Gospel where the poor have a special experience of God’s mercy.  

“Jesus introduces us to these works of mercy in his preaching so that we can know whether or not we 

are living as his disciples. Let us rediscover these corporal works of mercy: to feed the hungry, give drink to the 

thirsty, clothe the naked, welcome the stranger, heal the sick, visit the imprisoned, and bury the dead.  

“And let us not forget the spiritual works of mercy: to counsel the doubtful, instruct the ignorant, 

admonish sinners, comfort the afflicted, forgive offences, bear patiently those who do us ill, and pray for the 

living and the dead.” 


